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The League of ll'omen Voters v. Detzner
Case No.: 2012-ca-2842
Senator Galvøno's Letter to LOWV dated October 19,2015

Dear George:

Thank you for Senator Galvano's letter of October 19,2015 to our client, the League of
'Women 

Voters of Florida. V/e certainly appreciate, in particular, Senator Galvano's assurance
that anyone our clients would send to meet with the Senate would be treated with courtesy and
respect.

We are watching with great interest as the Senate and the House work on developing a

new Senate map and we have high hopes that the Legislature's work will lead to a well-drawn
and fully compliant map. If that happens, there will be no need for our clients to provide any
critique or, for that matter, any other map for consideration.

As you know, in May 2015, our clients provided detailed, written objections to twenty
eight of the unconstitutional districts in 9030. We were disappointed to learn that in drafting the
six base maps, Legislative staff did not even consider those objections. Rather, the Legislature's
base maps reflect new methodologies and approaches, ones that appear to prioritize reducing
county splits above other Tier-2 considerations.
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We are continuing to assess the base maps to determine whether they faithfully comply
with the Florida Constitution's mandates. Until we have a better idea of the Legislature's
ultimate approach and have completed our assessment, it would be premature to comment on
whether the Legislature has met its constitutional obligations. In the meantime, the Legislature
surely has the ability, as we do, to develop a map that minimizes splits while faithfully avoiding
unnecessary deviations from the other Tier-2 mandates.

Of course we will continue to monitor the Legislature's process and will, if necessary,
provide feedback at the appropriate time. We remain optimistic that the Legislature will do what
it must to assure that its ultimate approach results in the most constitutionally compliant map
possible, such that additional input from our clients will not be necessary.

V/ith kindest regards, I am

Sincerely

David B. King
DBK/ap
cc via email: Raoul Cantero, Esq.

Jason Zakia,Esq.
Redi strictingrecords(P fl senate. gov
Pamela Goodman, President of the LOWV
Peter Butzin, Volunteer State Chair of Common Cause/Florida
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